
Guilbert and Kate:  A Collaboration 
 
While I was writing a thesis for what seemed like months Guilbert, my cat, would enter 
the room and greet me and, such was my concentration, he would be completely ignored.  
Yet he persisted all the time it took me to finish.1 This tenacity made me wonder at and 
wonder about the human relationship with other species. I deliberated about the extent 
that domesticated cats could relate to humans and even empathize. Then I read that cats 
retained more than any other domesticated animal the basic nature of their wild 
ancestors.2  So why did they consent to playing with humans? These initial concerns led 
to the following photographic project. 
 
With Montaigne’s famous aphorism in mind “when I play with my cat how do I know 
that she is not playing with me,” I began the process of setting up a studio in my front 
room and making paper and felt creatures for Guilbert to savage.3  To begin with I had 
doubts about his willingness to chase a stuffed felt creature in studio conditions – he is a 
cat after all.4  At first attempt he threw himself around energetically, performing 
efficiently as I scrabbled about taking rather dire photographs. It was a method that I had 
to practise, but chasing and hunting even simulated animals appeared to come naturally to 
a cat.  

I thought that I was observing Guilbert’s behaviour through the method of 
photography but then found he was also closely observing me; he would often refuse to 
play with an old toy if a new one was being finished, and adopted a predator’s stance and 
gaze as I glued feathers and paper.5 Hesitations and dodging often signified that a 
necessary element was missing from the studio set up hence the bits of furniture that he 
would use as cover. As Bateson and Turner state, cats need to hunt on their own and can 
at times find the presence of other cats and people disturbing.6  Because he is not the only 
being present and contributing, then perhaps Guilbert understands that we are playing.  
 
Photography is my method of discovery, helping me understand the ways of the other.7 
Although it has failed to resolve fully my questions it has nonetheless helped to augment 
our relationship.   Guilbert’s reason for taking part must be partly interest, because cats 
refuse to be coerced.8  On the other hand he may be responding instinctively to the 
exercise as a form of practice even though he no longer hunts.9  I found that although he 
could demand different conditions in the studio he was concerned to understand the 
general terms of our sessions and stressed by people being in the ‘wrong’ place. Perhaps 
this is connected to cats’ well-known territorial sense and could be a key aspect of his 
ability to function in a domesticated environment, an understanding of the 
appropriateness of where things are.10 

It is clear from the title that this project, for my part, has some artistic pretensions 
and it also questions the nature of collaboration by using it as a method to expand 
interrelationships between humans and companion animals.11  Of course Guilbert is 
unaware of any arts dimension but is still very engaged in the process which depends on 
his abilities and ‘innovations.’ The mauled objects have acquired distinctive aesthetic 
qualities. 

These images demonstrate the process of our play together, him with his teeth, 
claws and wildness, me with my photographic expertise and opposable thumbs. 
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